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Lessons Learned from a Comparative Evaluation 
of Online Platforms for Interactive Tutorials
Graham Sherriff
University of Vermont 
Apples to Apples?
Problem: two platforms, small technical 
differences with far-reaching implications
Guide on the Side: learner view
Advantages
• Autonomy
• Authenticity
• Web-scale 
content 
(almost)
Frustrations
Satisfaction
3. Free (like kittens)
2. Scalability
1. Suited to formative learning
Guide on the Side at UVM
LibWizard: learner view
Evaluation rubric
Evaluation rubric
Evaluation rubric: the returns
• Defining needs
• Evaluating against needs
• Comparing platforms
• Evaluating future upgrades and products
• Communicating with vendors
Results
Guide on the Side LibWizard
Formative learning
Summative assessment
Data management
Ease of use
Things we missed
Custom feedback
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Data management: GOTS
Data management: LibWizard
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Authoring: GOTS
Authoring: LibWizard (tutorial view)
Authoring: LibWizard (slide view)
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Questions & comments?
